These parts fit '96-later Mitsubishi F4A41/42/51, F5A51 as well as Hyundai/Kia A5HF1 and A5GF1. Several parts also fit R4/V4A51, R5/V5A51. Verify applications at www.sonnax.com.

**Mitsubishi F4A, F5A**

1. **41954-03K**
   - **TCC Control Valve Kit**
   - Replaces OE valves with .405", .531" & .344" spool dia.
   - Helps cure:
     - Excess TCC slip
     - TCC apply & release concerns
     - TCC cycling

2. **41954-01K**
   - **Oversized Pressure Regulator Valve**
   - FWD orifice, replaces OE valves with .540", .616" & .645" spool dia.
   - Helps cure:
     - Flare shifts
     - Soft/Harsh shifts
     - Low/High line pressure
   - **Note:** Requires tool kit F-41954-TL* & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

3. **41954-02K**
   - **Accumulator Piston Kit**
   - Fits any of 4 Locations, Dual-seal Design
   - Helps cure:
     - Worn accumulator bores
     - Delayed/Shuddering engagements
     - Soft/Harsh shifts

4. **41954-06K**
   - **No Orifice, Replaces OE Valves with .382", .472" & .354" Spool Dia.**
   - Fits either of 2 Locations

5. **41954-07K**
   - **With Orifice, Replaces OE Valves with .382", .472" & .354" Spool Dia.**
   - Fits either of 2 Locations

Pressure Control Valve Kits

6. **41005-01**
   - **Mitsubishi 40 & 50 Series Only Pump Bushing**
   - Helps cure:
     - Bushing wear
     - Bushing failure
   - **Note:** Requires tool kit 41005-TL.

*NOTE:* The F-41954-TL tool kit is no longer in production. Check with your distributor for availability.
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